	ELLIPSOIDAL SPOTLIGHT
	General
	The instrument shall be a Source Four jr ellipsoidal spotlight as manufactured by Electronic Theatre Controls, Inc., or approved equal. 
	Physical
	The unit shall be constructed of rugged, die cast aluminum, free of burrs and pits, finished in black, high temperature epoxy paint.  Instruments using a combination of sheet metal and die cast structural components shall not be acceptable.
	The following shall be provided:
	Integral cable clamp for power leads
	Positive locking of lamp focus and independent lamp alignment controls

High impact, thermally insulated knobs and shutter handles
Reflector secured with shock mounts 
Lens secured with shock mounts
20 gauge stainless steel shutters 
Sturdy integral die cast gel frame holders with two accessory slots, and a top mounted, quick release gel frame retainer
Rugged steel yoke with two mounting positions allowing 300+ rotation of the fixture within the yoke
Positive locking, hand operated yoke clutch
Slot with sliding cover for motorized pattern devices or optional iris
	Optical
	The optical train shall combine a compact filament lamp with a precision molded borosilicate, ellipsoidal reflector and aspheric lens to produce an optimum cosine field.
The unit shall provide, but not be limited to:
	Molded borosilicate reflector with multiple dichroic layers
95% of visible light shall be reflected while 90% of infrared light as heat shall be transmitted through the reflector
Low gate and beam temperature
	Sharp imaging through a bi-plane shutter design

Projector-quality, high contrast aspheric lenses 
	Performance
	The unit shall be precision engineered to use an HPL lamp to deliver an even, intense field with cosine distribution.
The unit shall provide, but not be limited to:
	26, 36, and 50 degree field angles
	25 - 50 degree Zoom range
High quality pattern imaging
	Sharp, high-contrast shutter cuts

Shutter warping and burnout in normal use shall be unacceptable
Adjustable hard and soft beam edges
	The unit shall be capable of utilizing ETC Dimmer Doubling technology.
The unit shall be UL and cUL listed and so labeled.
	Lamp
	The high efficiency lamp shall be an HPL lamp, which shall consist of a compact tungsten filament contained in a krypton-filled quartz envelope.  The lamp shall mount axially within the reflector. The lamp base shall have an integral die cast aluminum heat sink that reduces seal temperature and ensure proper lamp alignment.  The lamp socket shall be ATP 220 nickel gold plated.


